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After a wet March the soaring season
finally got going and a number of
members had already done 500km flights
on the few good days in April and early
May, but that is as far as it went. Since
then the sunny days with cumulus clouds
have been few and far between and the
only relief for some pilots has been the
opportunity to go ridge running on the
Southdowns.

As glider pilots we are born optimists and
I am sure that the summer will reappear
at some point in July.

What Lasham can do for you during
the remainder of the summer?
As I write this we have just passed the
longest day and it’s easy to think that the

summer is already over, but in fact we still have 4 months of soaring in front
of us, so there’s still lots to look forward to.

Over the coming months we have lots of thing going on that members can
take part in. Here are just few of thing we have arranged over the next few
months

Advanced courses.
Still a few places available on our advanced and cross-country courses in
July, August and September. So if you fancy doing one of these, check the
dates on our web-site and give Sharon in the office a call to book.

Task week.
15 - 21 August. Come along and enjoy a relaxed cross-country week with
your fellow club members. Tasks will be scored using the National Ladder,
so why not come along and see if you can win a bottle of wine for flying the
set task?

We will be operating the Lasham Duo Discus during the task week for cross-
country training and there are places available as a P2. So if you would like
the chance to fly with an experienced cross-country pilot on their tasks, then
please just go to www.lashambooking.co.uk and log in and book your
day.

The Lasham Vintage Group will also have their task week at the same time
as ours, so as you can see it’s going to be a busy time for us in August.
Normal club operations will carry on during this period with courses and club
member instruction, so don’t feel that you should stay away as there lots
of opportunities to go flying.

15m, Open Nationals and Lashamglide.
This year we are holding the 15mtand Open class nationals along with the
18m handicapped Lashamglide from the 30 July to 7 August. Currently there
are around 80 entries, so there’s still a few places left if you fancy racing
the some of the top pilots from the UK and abroad.

Last year we changed the layout of the airfield during the comps and
allocated the North side grass for the sole use of club operations. This worked
well and we intend to use the same set up this year. There are a few rule
to follow that will ensure the safe separation between club and comp pilots.
The principle one is that the club gliders must circuit to the North, and the
comp gliders will either use the runway for straight in approaches, or fly a
circuit to the South. The landing procedures will be briefed at both the club
and competition morning briefings.

Competition launching will have exclusive use of the main runway, so club
aerotowing operations will take place from the North side grass. If the comp
is gridding we will not be able to have a winch launch operation, so there
will reduced price aerotows to 1500ft on offer.

ATC Operations.
For the last 6 months the number of jet movement has been well down
compared to previous years, but they are still happening at the rate of one
or two per week. After a recent incident when a jet was landing, I thought
it would be a good idea to remindall pilots of the correct procedures. Jet
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movement protocol is covered in detail in the Lasham manual, so I intend
just to cover the main points.

1) The Strobe light. This is positioned on top of a tower next to the
radar hut and is switched on when the Fire Officer has checked the
runway and cleared it for the jet landing. The idea of the strobe is
to warn people on the ground that there is a movement taking place,
and that they shouldn’t go near the runway.

2) Inbound
or outbound. So
if you are air-
borne, how can
you tell if its an
inbound? The
giveaway is the
position of the fire
trucks which
should be on the
end of cross run-
way next to the
perimeter track,
and also the PAPA
light van will be
out. The clue that
it’s an outbound
movement is the

large jet positioned at the end of the runway. If you miss this one
then perhaps a visit to the opticians is required!

3) Landing direction. The jet operation protocol states that they
should take-off and land in the same direction as the gliding opera-
tion. Obviously when we are using the cross runways this is not a
option for them, so the agreem-ent is that if we are on runway 23
they will land on 27. If we are on runway 16 then the will land the
jets on 09.

4) Landing protocol. Obviously we cannot hold for the jet movement,
so the following landing protocol.

a) If its an inbound then you need to land well down the airfield and
preferably on the upwind side of the aircraft.

b) If its an out bound then you need to land short and also in the
upwind side of it.

One final point to think about is wake vortices that are generated by the
wing tip of an airliner. There are a number of video’s on youtube showing
the effects. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=QZkggFzAtEc

Casual list and bookable training.
For around five years we have been running bookable pre- and post-solo
training for club members seven days a week, and I thought it would be a
good time to remind everyone about it, and also clarify how it works.

It allows a member to book a morning or afternoon slot and that guarantees
you and another student will be allocated an instructor for the half day
period. This means that when one of the students is flying the other is
helping at the launch-point. We also have the casual flying list running along
side the booked list and we try to ensure that there are instructor allocated
to cover this every day.

So far it has worked well, but there have been a number of issues. It should
only be used by members who want pre solo training, post solo training and
check flights. If you want to do any of the flying below then follow the advice

1) Bronze flying test. Contact the CFI who will allocate a full rated
instructor to do the test.

2) Guests. Put their names on the casual list and we will allocate an
instructor when their turns comes up.

3) Motorglider training/tests. Again this needs to be booked
through the office with enough time for them to find an instructor.

4) Solo flying without a daily check. If it’s a single seater then
either you need to be in the 8am ballot to get a glider, or put your
name on the casual list during the day.

5) Half day one to one with an instructor. A number of people have
tried to book both of the morning or afternoon instructing slots. One to one
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After a glider flew into the vortices of a Comet airliner
that was taking off from Lasham.
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training sessions are bookable through the office with an instructor fee, so
if you do try this with the online system you will probably find I have
removed your name.

The bookable list does not mean you can just turn up, fly, then go home
system, so its important that when you book, you a prepared to commit at
least half a day of your time to being at Lasham.

Temporary Airspace during the summer.
I would like to say that I have saved the best bit until last, but unfortunately
that’s not the case. This year we have the usual crop of flying restrictions
that make our lives as glider pilots more difficult when flying cross country.

All of the info on Notams and airspace can be found in the NATS website
http://www.nats-uk.ead-it.com/public/index.php.html  for info on
the restriction listed below and others that are further away you will need
to look at the Aeronautical Information Circulars (AIC’s) and then click on
the mauve section. This will allow you to click on the link to the PDF file
giving the full information on the display, its dimensions and duration.

Below are the dates for the displays that will have an impact on pilots flying
from Lasham

Farnborough Airshow                                             4 - 18 July
Royal International Air Tattoo (RIAT)                   6 - 11 July
Silverstone                                                              8 -  10 July

As I write this the second half or the Red Arrows display schedule has not
been published, but once it has we will be notifying all members of the
displays that will be relevant.

Let’s hope for a good second half of the season and you achieve the goals
you have set yourself.

    CFI Lasham Gliding Society

Safety corner

A few years ago the BGA reorganised their safety committee with the aim
of analysing accident trends and taking pro-active action to address the
issues. They regularly send out safety messages and below are the ones
that have come out in the last few months.

Tug upsets.
Personal injury accidents to the glider pilot while aerotowing are rare, but
the tug pilot can be killed if the glider gets too high and forces the tug into
a vertical dive.

A previous educational campaign on safe aerotowing followed several fatal
tug upset accidents between 1978 and 1985. The fatal accidents stopped,
and the frequency of tug upset incidents diminished and remained at less
than one per year until 2008. Since 2009, however, there has been an
average of 3 upsets per year. In one of the 2012 incidents the tug-pilot
recovered 100ft above trees. In another incident, in 2013, the tug-pilot
recovered 40 ft from the ground. In 2014, another incident resulted in the
tug impacting the ground at a 45° nose-down angle. There has recently
ebeen yet another tug upset which fortunately the tug-pilot was able to
recover from.

As part of its ongoing awareness campaign, the BGA has published important
detail on safe aerotowing with particular emphasis on avoiding tug upsets
– see https://www.gliding.co.uk/safeaerotowing

There is a safety leaflet that summarises the key points at
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/safety/safe-aerotowing-
booklet/

Distraction.
Despite training and established checking protocols, glider pilots including
instructors are still getting airborne in incorrectly rigged gliders or with
airbrakes or canopies unlocked. At best, these errors result in frightening
and expensive incidents.
In the course of about a million riggings over the last 41 years, there have
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been 125 instances of an insecure or unconnected wing, tail or flying control.
These led to 10 fatalities and 8 serious injuries. Many of the other pilots who
flew with unconnected controls were lucky to survive. A further fatality and
5 serious injuries resulted from the 102 cases of flying with the airbrakes
unintentionally open, the pilot or ballast unsecured, loose articles, or the
tail dolly still attached. 189 canopies opened in flight.

We know that distraction causes pilots to make errors when rigging, carrying
out a DI and carrying out pre-flight checks. It’s extremely important that
you don’t allow yourself to become distracted during these vital activities,
where full concentration is needed even by the most experienced pilot.

We have a BGA safety leaflet ‘Is your glider fit for flight?’, which is available
at https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/safety/is-your-glider-fit-
for-flight/  We strongly recommend that you take 5 minutes to read
through it and in particular note that;

•     Rigging should be directed by a person experienced on the type, in
accordance with the flight manual, without interruption or distraction
•   A newly rigged glider should always have a daily inspection (DI)
•   The DI should be conducted by a person experienced on the type, without
interruption or distraction
•    Positive control checks should be carried out every time for every rigging
of a glider without automatic control connection
•    The pilot should carry out proper pre-flight checks, for example using
CBSIFTCBE, again without interruption or distraction.

Loose articles.
The dangers of loose articles in aircraft are well known to us. However,
people who are new to gliding will be unaware of the risk. In many cases,
their previous flying experience will be in an airliner where having
cameras, phones and coins in their pockets or in hand is entirely normal.
Airline cockpits are designed to cope with objects that. glider cockpits are
not.

Some years ago, we experienced a serious injury accident caused by a
camera getting caught in the gliders controls.  If you search the BGA
members website under ‘loose articles’ you’ll easily find the AAIB report.
More recently we’ve had reports of sports watches and other items being

found in gliders, as well as items stored on the ‘back shelf’ subsequently
dropping into the control system.

Over the years, we’ve developed passenger and student briefings with the
aim of making sure that potential loose articles are controlled. But
memories can be short. In the enthusiasm to meet the wishes of potential
new members it can be easy to overlook the potential loose article
problem. And of course experienced pilots can let their own guard slip.
Where is that pen, drink bottle, or rigging tool…?

G�r� P�l���
Lasham Safety Officer

The cover photo
The cover photo was taken by me as I approached Mont Blanc. Actually
turning at Mont Blanc is difficult because it is a huge massif, but I got to the
glacier on the south side. Up to that point it had been fairly routine flight
with the cloud-base at around 13,000ft at times. However the mountains
are tricky. Coming back from Mont Blanc, I found enough sink to get me in
the Aosta valley at 8,800ft  and the prospect of spaghetti for dinner. After
that getting back was relatively unstressful for a while, but from the Col
d’Etache near Bardonecchia the weather ahead looked forbidding.

I glided down from 13000ft to 8500. I then found a 4.5 knotter in some dark
stuff southwest of Briançon to 12500. I was easily high enough to get back
but the sky ahead looked black. I pushed on until I was at Guillaume at the
east end of Lac de Serre Ponçon. I still had the choice of turning back to St
Crepin airfield, but I could see a lighter gap between two thunderstorms.
As I approached, some rain appeared, but it didn’t seem too bad. Meanwhile
some disco lights were flashing about two miles away on each side. The rain
lasted a minute and so I was back in clear air with 1700ft above my final
glide into a dry Sisteron. Phew!

J��� M�C��la�h
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The Gliding Heritage Centre
sent Paul Haliday,  Geoff Martin
& Mike Philpott to interview
Derek Piggott last year to start
a video archive. This is the
second section taken from the
transcript with a short recap.

The Gliding Heritage Centre
sent Paul Haliday,  Geoff Martin
& Mike Philpott to interview
Derek Piggott last year to start
a video archive. This is the
second section taken from the
transcript with a short recap.

How did your flying career begin?
After school I was employed making
scientific instruments. I had been doing that
about three years when war broke out. I
volunteered, but they wouldn't take me
because I was in a reserved occupation. It
took me about two and a half years to get
out into the Royal Air Force. They called me
up in 1942 and that was great. The first

flying I did in the Air Force was grading-school which was normally ten or
twelve hours in a Tiger Moth.

I was fortunate the weather was good, so I was quickly ready to go solo.
I think my rapid progress was because of my knowledge of models. Models
had put me streets ahead of the average person, who knew nothing about
flying. I was ready to go solo at under five hours, but the weather turned
bad, so I went off solo at about six hours. I managed to get over three hours
flying solo during that week of flying.  I was scared I would be chucked out
at the start because you don't know how you've done. I didn't know at the
time, but later, when I was at Central Flying School, I got a peep of my
official papers and found that I had been rated as exceptional.

At various times they needed lots of pilots. You might be lucky and get
through with quite a low standard. Another time there might be not much
demand for pilots for a period, so then the same person wouldn't have got
through and perhaps would have become a navigator. It was largely luck
as to when you happened to do the training. I did so well on the grading,
that I needn't have been worried.

I was then posted to Canada and started advanced training in Davidson,
Saskatchewan in Airspeed Oxfords and Fairchild Cornells. The next stage
would have been operational training but I never got there, because all the
Empire Training Schemes were now supplying batches of 60 or even 80
pilots every month from each school. There was such a flood of pilots that
everything ground to a very slow pace.

We were sitting around for three months or more, probably six months,
doing nothing really. After flying every aircraft that they had to the next

stage, we didn't have any further training to do. Consequently I started
flying military gliders out of frustration. They said that volunteers were
needed for glider pilots for immediate ops. They just had the disaster at
Arnhem, where they had lost sixty percent of the pilots. They were
desperate, so they took us and trained us quickly. We had two weeks on
the Hotspurs and then with about ten or twelve flights on the Horsas. I  then
had four flights on Wacos. That was all my training. I was then supposed to
be operational.

What were military gliders like to fly?
They were heavy. They had a little trainer which had two tandem cockpits
on the top and room for six cadets inside if they wanted a load. That was
reasonably light, but you couldn't really trim them out properly because
they were so stiff. On the Hotspurs, most of the hinges were common-or-
garden hinges of some sort or another. The air-brakes just slid in between
two bits of wood.  The high friction made everything very crude and heavy.
A Horsa needed two crew, because no single man could keep that thing in
position on tow at about 80 knots.

The Piggott Interviews - 2
First gliders

An Airspeed Horsa at Mémorial Pegasus at Ranville in Normandy



What happened after your glider training?
They were anticipating major glider operations in the Far East, so they sent
a whole bunch of us glider pilots out to India. We weren't ever needed in
the end, but we were out there for two years.

We did some operational training with the squadron in India, but I only ever
did one mass landing. We had just gone out there and they realised we
hadn't done any mass landings so we had a big briefing. Off we went in a
formation of probably about thirty gliders. They towed us over our airfield
in a long line, and then suddenly the leader released and turned off, even
though we were not over the destination. We all just followed the leader
and the whole squadron landed back on our own aifield. The squadron
commander went into hiding and we never did another mass landing.

So how did you get into
smaller gliders?
I came back from India and was
posted to the Central Flying
School at Little Rissington. I was
flying Gloster Meteor Mark 7s as
well as all the normal trainers.
However we used to go away for
a week for an interesting break
from other flying. On one
occasion I went on HMS
Illustrious to watch naval pilots
do their first carrier deck
landings. One in every five
crashed, mainly into the barrier
but sometimes elsewhere.

One of my other expeditions was a week's gliding at Detling.  When I got
there, I was astonished. The gliders were impressive to me. I flew their T21
Sedberghs, which was their basic trainer. On the first or second winch
launch, we caught a thermal and I loved it.

I was there with two British team members: Peter Mallett and Jock Forbes.
The British Air Force of Occupation in Germany had started supporting gliding

as a recreation in 1945 and Jock Forbes became the CFI of the RAF club
based at Salzgiter. He had tested the revolutionary Horten 4 LA AD at
Oerlinghausen and at Cranfield in the UK. They were on staff, but they
weren't trained instructors. The staff had all been in Germany flying in the
clubs but without any formal instruction on instructing. It was such as shame
to have such willing, keen cadets but they were getting a raw deal without
instructors.

The cadets were playing hell with the instructors. It was very embarrassing.
In the week that I was there I took over all the lectures. I had two flights
in a glider, and then they gave me the course to fly, but the weather was
very poor, so it was mainly lecturing.  After that week I swore I would go
back there. At the time, I remember thinking, "if anything happens to me
in flying, this is where I would like to be posted, to sort out."

I had applied to go to the Empire Test Pilots School, but I was going deaf
through noisy engines. It was the first time that they had done proper
hearing tests. I had never had an audiogram with head-sets. It had always
been the doctor standing in the corner, whispering, whispering numbers,
and if you didn't hear them, he whispered louder until you could.

I wasn't too bad, but a proper audio test picked up my high-tone deafness.
That was quite common. In fact at one time I thought perhaps the whole
Air Force would get grounded for it. I was unlucky to get caught early on,
before they had realised that almost everyone was deaf. Sadly they had
already grounded me. So that was it, but they gave me a choice of postings.

They said "If you are stopped from flying aeroplanes, what are you going
to do?" I wanted to keep flying, so I went back to Detling.

7The Piggott Interviews - 2
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To keep everyone’s mind off the bad weather during the comp, Roy Cross
posted a video on Facebook. The video was good but I liked the song
“Honey, we need a new glider”. It is by Ed Kilbourne who at one time was
a competition pilot in the US. The whole album “Cloudsongs” is on
YouTube. https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJnnk5qtnS4

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eJnnk5qtnS4
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Jill Walker died on 16 March 2016 aged 85 at
a Liss nursing home. From the early days of
the Society at Lasham she remained an active
member until stricken by illness in old age.

A New Zealander, she was the eldest daughter
of  a prominent Auckland architect, and had
two sisters. As a child holidays were spent on
her grandparents’ farm in the hinterland of
the Bay of Islands with a holiday home on the
Bay coast. There was bareback riding, and
she was free to roam in that wild country. In
a cave she found extraordinary Maori relics,
including a royal kakahu feather cloak. She
reported the find to her grandfather, who
knew all about the hoard, told her it was a
sacred site and she was never to go there
again.  Jill suspected her grandfather had in
the old days had a liaison with a Maori queen.

One day when she was ten, anaircraft appeared over the farm and promptly
landed in the field in front of her. Out stepped Jean Batten, the famous New
Zealand aviation pioneer, begging petrol. Jill obliged with a can filched from
the farm - her price was a circuit. Jill’s passion for flying can be dated from
that day.

On leaving school Jill had various jobs in Auckland, notably bookkeeping for
accountants. Now getting wages, she joined the Auckland Gliding Club, then
operating at Mangere, now the City’s international airport.  She soloed there
and became an instructor. She also played the piano, and earned money
playing honky-tonk in bars.

Aged 19, she resolved to visit England. A win betting on the horses paid the
steamship fare. On the long voyage Jill always entered the competition
forecasting the ship’s daily miles run. Her winnings enabled her on arrival
in London to rent digs, and her bookkeeping experience led to a job.

Jill resumed her gliding career at Dunstable, but soon deserted for Lasham
where she arrived in 1953/4, roughly at the same time as Brenda Horsfield.
These blonde girls became friends and were welcomed by the largely male
membership. Jill soloed again and flew club Olympias and Skylark 2’s. She
now decided to make England her permanent home. Her base at Lasham
was a small garden shed, shared with Sally Thompson, and later a caravan.

In the early days the domestic area of the airfield was bleak and treeless.
A keen gardener, Jill planted all the birches and conifers which, now mature,
are a feature of the clubhouse north side. Over the years she continued
planting trees, flowering shrubs and many daffodils. Her beech saplings
planted along the roadside to replace dead or decayed avenue originals are
now large and flourishing trees.

Club extramural activities enjoyed by Jill included car-launched slope soaring
at Harting, Chinese Canoe Club sailing on the coast,  skiing expeditions to
the Alps and, back on the airfield, that hazardous but popular sport of land
yachting.

In the early 1960’s Jill’s office syndicate won the football pools, and her
share was the immense sum of £1,000. She spent it promptly, firstly on a
champagne party in the Clubhouse for all comers, secondly on a number of
silver cups called the Jill Walker Trophies for a variety of gliding and club
triumphs , and thirdly on a brand new Skylark 3. In due course Jill syndicated
this state of the art competition machine with George Burton. George went
on to become National champion, the husband of Kathy Phillips, and
Managing Director of Slingsby Sailplanes.

Following the sale of the Skylark Jill’s gliding career temporarily petered out,
although she had achieved her Silver C. After gaining her PPL she became
an enthusiastic tug-pilot instead. Some chauvinists criticised her tugging
expertise -  entirely without justification -  but also with more truth her
navigational skills on cross-country retrieves. Jill vigorously defended her
scheduled tug slots. Once, arriving to take over a tug she found it occupied
by a well known gent who refused to vacate. In the ensuing row she
unsuccessfully tried to drag him from the cockpit, the engine still running.
This amused the bystanders, but not the authorities.

Jill Walker



Jill became most entertaining when well plied with alcohol. Regularly
attending the Saturday dining-in nights she on more than one occasion
danced naked on the table before the distinguished assembly in the
dining-room, to the delight of many and the embarrassment of some.

In due course although not giving up tugging, Jill again became a keen
private owner in various syndicates with Jantar 19’s and DG’s, and
regularly joined the Scottish wave expeditions, gaining Diamond height.
At Lasham, on her successful out and return for distance Gold and
Diamond goal she received by radio fatherly advice from  Hugh Hilditch
who was kindly patrolling her final section.

In her other life, Jill worked as PA to John Ritblat in the estate agency he
founded in the West End, Conrad Ritblat. It appears he thought highly of
her and always treated her generously.. Jill also worked for some years
for the large charity the Nuffield Foundation in central London. One of her
jobs on dividend days was to travel to Oxford to collect and bank Morris
Motors’ vast cheque (the charity was much its largest shareholder) - .
there were no electronic transfers in those days.

She subsequently got the job of Office Manager in the Design Council’s
showrooms and big offices in the Haymarket. The work of the Design
Council required a constant turnover of the furniture and carpets in its
showrooms, the old stuff being consigned to a skip in the street.  From
there it progressed on more than one occasion, under the magic influence
of Jill, to the clubhouse.

In later life Jill took up wood carving and specialised in carving birds,
including decoy ducks, very beautifully. Old playing skills were revived on
an electronic piano. She was also  able to revisit New Zealand, but
remained faithful to her adopted country; she also remained devoted to
Lasham.

She never married.

The hole
To the west of the old tug workshop, surrounded by dense woodland, once
lurked the hole. This great excavation was constructed by the builders of
the airfield to take surface water drained from the runways. It was very
deep with sides so steep that anyone unfortunate enough to fall in would
have real difficulty extricating themselves

This was a convenient grave for members’ dead motor cars, old trailers and
caravans, miles and miles of expired winch cable and other gliding detritus.
As it was filled up in this way it became a source of timber and all sorts of
other materials attractive to foraging members of a particular bent. For
many years there grew from it the most magnificent specimen of giant
hogweed I have ever seen, towering twelve feet high or more with
spectacular flower spikes in summer, but reputed to be poisonous.

One bright summer’s day, legend has it, two little girls were playing in those
woods. They were Elizabeth and Janet, half-sisters and the small daughters
of Ann Welch, the queen bee of British gliding. Their mother was at the time
commanding the launch point at the western end of the main runway. In
the vicinity of the hole the girls thought they heard very faintly their mother’s
voice.  Of course they investigated. Halfway down the hole was the end of
a drainpipe from which remotely came their mother’s distinctive tones. They
naturally crawled in to the pipe. The further they crawled in the darkness
the louder became the voice.

Ann Welch at the launch point paused between telling someone to put the
other wing down and telling off someone else for not being ready, because
she thought she heard her children’s voices. She looked round; the launch
point was busy, but the children were not there. She carried on, but again
heard the disembodied voices Now her attention was drawn to a cluster of
people arguing at the very edge of the runway  There she found a drainage
grating - yes, with her daughters beneath. Strong men hauled them out,
muddy but safe and well.  In due course a more than usually safety conscious
General Manager removed all the junk, filled up the hole and levelled it off,
so that today no trace remains and its exact location is lost to mankind. The
airfield drainage still appears to be fine.
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10Cross-country season so far

The top twenty flights on the BGA Ladder so far this year (to 26 June)

All flights started and ended at LAS or LA7, apart from Roger Barber’s flight
from Four Marks and Patrick Naegli’s flight which was incomplete with an
engine start just south of Banbury. I hope Patrick will forgive me if I got this
wrong, but I heard that the declaration to Ashbourne should have been to
Ashley, but he went to Ashbourne anyway.

The season started OK I suppose. There were rainy patches and it was very
cold right into May, but it is a while since I have had such a long blank period.
From 26 May when there was a sudden improvement at 1:30 until now (I
am at Sisteron) no good weather appeared.

The day to be flying was 14 May. Even so, it never was a completely easy
day. The thermals seemed square to me. Graham McAndrew’s (and Bernie
Morris’s) flight was notable for needing clearances from Solent, Bournemouth,
Bristol. Birmingham and Brize Norton.

Is it my imagination or are the turn-points getting less well-known? Whatever
happened to Birdlip - Northampton South?

Date Pilot Glider Task km km/h

14-May Graham McAndrew DUO DISCUS EastbourneNW - Bridport - Ashley 766.8 88.1
14-May George Metcalfe ASW 28 Telford E - Trowbridge - Sidmouth 608.9 84.3
23-Apr Andy Aveling ARCUS Lewes W - Axminster - Bromsgrove 618.9 93.5
14-May Roger Barber NIMBUS 4 Eastbourne NW - Uttoxeter - Axminster 765.3 81.4
14-May Roy Pentecost ASG 29 15m Telford E - Trowbridge - Sidmouth 608.7 79.6
23-Apr Patrick Naegeli ASG 29 18m Lewes W - Axminster - Bromsgrove 618.5 90.3
14-May Bob Thirkell ASG 29 18m Telford E - Trowbridge - Sidmouth 608.7 92.6
23-Apr Roger Barber NIMBUS 4 Eastbourne NW - Butser - Alfriston Bridge - Whiddon Down 752.5 96.6
14-May Patrick Naegeli ASG 29 18m Polgate- Sidmouth - Ashbourne * 732.9 77.6
30-Apr Garry Coppin ARCUS Polgate - Plymouth E 641.0 79.0
17-Apr Garry Coppin ARCUS Chard - Corby South 516.7 110.3
23-Apr Bob Thirkell ASG 29 18m LewesW - Axminster - Bromsgrove 618.1 79.9
23-Apr David Masson LS6C 18m LewesN - LAS - Gaydon - Chard 589.2 76.4
17-Apr Luke Dale STD CIRRUS Alcester - Melbury Bubb 402.7 87.3
03-May David Masson LS6 W Hembury Hill - Odiham - Yeovil Reservoir 569.8 99.2
17-Apr David Masson LS6C 18m Hembury Hill - LAS - Hembury Hill 648.2 98.7
17-Apr Will Ellis HORNET WL Alcester - Melbury Bubb 402.7 87.6
24-May Alistair Nunn JS1 B Oxford S - Tiverton - LAS - Sherbourne 633.5 98.8
23-Apr George Metcalfe ASW 28 Bodmin SE 539.5 78.9
03-May Andy Aveling ARCUS Lewes W - Okehampton E - Wantage 612.3 75.0
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As I write, a number of Lasham pilots are heading off for a visit to Serres
in the Southern French Alps. I have just returned from a short trip there
with a bunch of other Lashamites, so I thought I’d share my experiences to
whet the appetite of anyone who is considering a trip in the future.

Of course, as has been written before about the Alps, the thermals were
fantastic and the vistas fabulous, and it was a privilege to fly over such
stunning terrain, but I hope in this article that I can give you a flavour of
the site, the set up, and the team that runs the operation.

First impression of Serres La Batie airfield is just how incredibly sweet it
looks.  A simple layout with a 650 metre long grass runway orientated north
to south. Ample parking just “off piste” allows for easy access to the launch
area. The 180 metre tarmac “starter extension” enhances the take-off safety
margin and plenty of space on either side of this means that aircraft naturally
fall into line, depending on whether they are heavy 2-seaters, lighter
single-seat types, or the ubiquitous self- launch gliders. The location of a
maintenance hangar and a residential property about half way along (but

sensibly to one side) of the runway adds to the charm of the airfield. Located
beyond this is the on-site accommodation: log cabins, bunk rooms, and
camping, together with the office and briefing room.

However, the most impressive feature of the site is the Arambre rock face
located at the threshold of the northerly runway, which rises some 2500
feet above field elevation and naturally dictates operations on the site!

The airfield restaurant is run by Lison, a talented and resourceful cook with
a great ‘can do’ attitude and a warm smile, who single-handedly produces
fantastic, home cooked food. On Fridays, she also arranges live
entertainment for guests.

This “can do” attitude extends to the rest of the operation at Serres. The
office team, spearheaded by Martha, deals patiently with the endless
questions and requests.  Likewise, the flying staff are very helpful and
extremely knowledgeable, freely sharing their experience and offering
guidance and advice. Indeed, it is their relaxed manner that makes flying
there such a pleasure.

That said, safety is their primary concern and every effort is made to ensure
that everyone has a safe and enjoyable experience. For example, your “start
card” is handed to the tug pilot prior to launch. It must then be retrieved
by the glider pilot when returning after landing. If not, search and rescue is
automatically initiated. Simple, but effective. In fact, devolving responsibility
to the pilot, rather than the organisation, is a common theme and there are
few (if any) rules. The mind-set is “do what you think is sensible and safe”.
Pilots who do otherwise receive “guidance” . . . as much for the benefit of
the  other pilots as for themselves!

Leading the team is Klaus Ohlmann.  Having spent a short while chatting
with him, I can see exactly how the organisation’s ethos has come about.
His passion and drive to see everyone have fun is infectious.  More
importantly, he readily shares his encyclopaedic knowledge of the French
Alps, and alpine flying in general at each morning’s comprehensive briefing.
Whilst he acknowledges that it is necessary to push the limits in order to
maximise the experience, this is not the same as taking unmitigated risks.
Certainly his briefings highlight the safety considerations when flying over

A trip to Serres
Andy Aveling

A view of the airfield looking north, taken from Arambre



order to and alpine flying in general at each morning’s comprehensive
briefing.  Whilst he acknowledges that it is necessary to push the limits in
order to maximise the experience, this is not the same as taking unmitigated
risks.  Certainly his briefings highlight the safety considerations when flying
over the more un-landable areas.  Sometimes they extended to an hour or
more, but his enthusiastic manner always shines through.

A typical day started with rigging at 0900 hrs followed by the briefing at
1000 hrs.  Most launching occurred between 1100 and 1300 hrs with a 2000
foot tow to one of the local “hot spots”.  From there, it was a question of
working into the mountains.  Landing time could be as late as 2000 hrs.
Occasionally a local would land long after the rest of us had finished flying,
proving that there is still a great deal to learn.  Our seven-day stay provided
five days of engaging flying.

In summary, Serres is a fabulous little gem in the wonderful crown of the
Southern Alps.  I’m certainly looking forward to my next visit.

Airspace
There are three very high profile events taking place over the next few weeks
which have significant associated airspace restrictions - Fairford Royal
International Air Tattoo (6-11 July), British Grand Prix, Silverstone (8-10
July), and the Farnborough International Air Show (4-18 July). The airspace
for each event is significant but taken together, especially on the weekend
of 8-10 July, they represent a very major restriction on where one can legally
and safely fly in the south of England. All pilots intending to fly in the affected
areas must make themselves fully aware of the restrictions while planning
and during flight. Most importantly, infringements compromise the safety
of you and others (in the air and on the ground) but can also cause
cancellations of displays leading to disappointment for thousands of
spectators. The CAA has made it clear that they will not hesitate to prosecute
those responsible for serious infringements. Any infringement will seriously
damage our reputation as responsible airspace users and our ability to lobby
for the preservation of the airspace available to us. Please read the AICs
that detail the restrictions on the NATS web site at http://www.nats-
uk.ead-it.com - Mauve 054/2016 (Fairford), 053/2016 (Silverstone), and
033/2016 (Farnborough).

Bursaries
Instructor Bursaries. A further reminder that Honourable Company of Air
Pilots/BGA bursaries to help pilots aged under 25 with the costs of training
to become a Basic or Assistant Instructor are still available. The BI bursaries
are 500 each; the Assistant Instructor bursaries are 1000 (and no BGA
course fee). Details and an application form can be found at
https://members.gliding.co.uk/library/juniors/hon-co-air-pilots-
instructor-course-bursary-application

Caroline Trust. The Trust awards bursaries to young people, generally
under the age of 18 years old, and to disabled people of any age, who want
to try gliding or advance their skills. To date, the Caroline Trust has helped
over 400 young people by providing solo or post-solo bursaries. If you think
you might benefit, you can find out more at
https://members.gliding.co.uk/carolinetrust/bursary-application/
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The highlight of the year so far is undoubtedly the Scott Viking 1 flying at
Lasham for the first time on 15 May with Gary Pullen aboard. On what
evolved into a nice soaring day 3 flights were made totalling 2¾ hours.

Only four Viking 1s were
made by Scott Light
Aviation Ltd. Undoubtedly
there were would have
been many more as it was
an extremely advanced
glider for its day.

However, the advent of
WW2 in September 1939
brought an end to civilian
gliding in the UK and with
it Scott’s glider business.
Interestingly two of the
Viking 1s were used in the
top secret Worth Matravers
radar trials that took place

in June/July 1940. Indeed 11 of the 18 “operational” flights are recorded as
being flown by the Vikings, and very likely 13.

Our Viking, BGA 416, is the third of the four produced and the only one still
in existence. It first flew in 1939 and competed in the Nationals of that year
that were held at Camphill.

The restoration of the Foka 4 has recently been completed. Led by Gary
Pullen this has taken just over two years. As it last flew (at Sutton Bank) in
June 2000 it has to be transitioned as it’s EASA and not Annex 2. This
paperwork process takes a while, but we’re hoping the Foka 4 will be in the
air in early July.

I think we can safely say that the Foka 4 is the highest performance glider
in the GHC collection, and indeed of all the wooden gliders currently based
at Lasham. As I mentioned in a previous edition of Rising Air a Foka (“Seal”
in Polish) 4 won the Open Class World Gliding Championships at South

Cerney in 1965 – flown by
Jan Wroblewski of the
Polish team). This is the
only occasion when a
Standard class glider has
won the Open class.

On 6 April and Gary Pullen
with Mrs P. made the
journey up to RAF
Cranwell to bring back a
Ka3 which has been kindly
donated by Leigh Hood.
Designed by Rudolf Kaiser
as a development of his
Ka1, the prototype first

flew in 1954. The difference is that the Ka1 has a wooden fuselage whilst
the slightly longer one of the Ka3 has a tubular metal framework – which
of course led on to the K7 and K8.

A diminutive glider with a 10 metre wingspan and just a skid and no
main-wheel. We’re hoping it’s going to prove pleasant to fly, though I
strongly suspect it will be “local” flying only! I have to wonder what’s  the

lowest span glider that
anyone has completed
a closed circuit 100 km
flight in the UK. Surely
more than 10m?! When
we got it the Ka3 had
one of its butterfly tail
units damaged, which
has subsequently been
repaired by Gary Pullen.
Otherwise a thorough
inspection and CofA has
shown it to be in
surprisingly good
condition given that it

Vintage News

First flight. Dave Hopgood in the tug, Gary
Pullen in the Viking. Photo Glyn Bradney

A happy Gary P. after the first flight. Photo
Colin Simpson

Foka 4 arrived 21 April. The markings in front of
the fin are weights for towing.

Photo Paul Haliday



last flew in 2004. The intention is to have it on insurance and thus flyable
at the beginning of July.

Important dates
·   The GHC 4th AGM will be held Sunday 31 July starting at 6:00pm

in the Lasham VGC hut, details will be advised to all members
before the end of June. At the end of the meeting there will be a
barbecue.

·   The Lasham Vintage Task Week 13 – 21 August. For full details go
to the GHC website, www.glidingheritage.org.uk, <NEWS>
section, 5 March article on “Lasham Vintage Task Dates
Announced” and click on the glidingheritage.org.uk link
immediately below. No comps being run during this time so you
can launch whenever you choose, which hasn’t been the case in
the previous Task Weeks we’ve run. I’m sure the weather is going

to be absolutely stunning!! GHC gliders we expect to have
airworthy are – Steinadler, Oly 2, Oly 463, Prefect, Swallow,
Krajanek, Foka 4, Ka3, Viking1, and probably one of the Skylark
3s.

Oh Yes, nearly forgot, an update on the Simulator, or should I call that
the “Stimulator”? The Lo100 fuselage is now in the GHC hangar and
looking very pretty in its new livery. Still in trial mode and not operational,
but the simulator team have all the outstanding tasks identified and
delegated. We’re hoping that members of the general public visiting the
GHC hangar will be able to experience the joys of “virtual” gliding by the
end of June.

G�y� Bra���y
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Ka3 Photo by Paul Haliday
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All of this was the fault of my son, Jake who suggested last year that we
visit him where he was working in the Soca (pronounced Socha) Valley,
Slovenia.  He tempted me by telling me all about the airfield in Bovec that
operates Blaniks, and of course I couldn’t resist going to have a look.

If you’ve never heard of the Soca Valley, or Bovec for that matter, it is simply
one of the most beautiful places that I’ve ever come across.  The kayaking
community all know it well, as it has an incredible sapphire blue river flowing
through the valley, which has steep sided mountains all around it, but few
UK glider pilots have come across it, which is a pity as it offers instant

mountain flying from
the moment you
release from the tug.

You would never
believe it to see it, but
over 1 million people
died in the valley during
the First World War
when Italy decided to
invade what was then
Austro-Hungary, and
the remnants of war
still exist to this day.
Get to the tops of the
mountain ridges in a
glider and the old
defence walls are clear
to see.

I had three hours flying in a Blanik with Jure, the fantastic instructor/CFI/
and general keeper of the airfield a year ago and was hooked, promising
myself that I would return in 2016.

I had returned from Bovec, waxing lyrically to all who would listen about
this paradise for gliding and one buddy, Jeff simply said – “Let’s do it,” so
that was sorted then.  We had planned to spend a week flying a Blanik, but

then  I spotted an advert on GliderPilot.net for a DG500 22m, and within a
week we had bought it,.

We set off 30 May.  With
the strikes going on in
France and resulting fuel
shortages we went via
Belgium, Germany and
Austria  driving pretty
much non-stop for 17-
hours.

The Soca Valley has a
micro-climate that can
generate good weather
when everywhere around
it is socked in.  Jure
expected some decent
weather in a couple of
days.

The grass airfield at Bovec occupies the flattest land in the entire valley.
It’s one of the oldest airfields in the World, built by the Italians after they
had invaded and captured Bovec in 1914.  European money resulted in a
brand new hangar. T

The tug is a Pipistrel Virus. This seemed to be taking us straight into the
trees that climb up the incredibly steep sided mountainous terrain.  At the
last second it turned left to parallel the slope and the vario made a big leap
in tone.

The scenery is fabulous with the valley opening up before us as we continued
to climb.  It was all topped off as we flew past an awesome waterfall that
emerges from a cave in the side of the mountain and falls a hundred metres
to the valley floor.  We’ve continued to climb as we made passes along this
section of the mountain face, and climbed towards the clouds that rim the
top of it.

Expedition to Bovec (Slovenia)

DG500 22m. Looking east

Blanik in sight



At that point we spotted
Jure in the Blanik, he
had a visiting Austrian
pilot flying with him and
it was great to spend
some time watching his
technique, and gratifying
to see he wasn’t doing
any better than us.  We
flew back down the
valley to Bovec and
experimented by
crossing the valley to the
other side, which
unfortunately just did
not work at all.  In heavy
sink, flaps in -10 and
doing 100kts we flew the

length of the valley once more and returned to our now old friend the
waterfall. After two and half hours the conditions changed and we landed
back at the airfield.

The weather cycled and we had enough time for another launch.  Because
it (cloudbase) was so low to the mountain tops it made it impossible to cross
over and fly other valleys.  With the day coming to an end we headed back
to Bovec and a landing with both of us feeling that even if we didn’t fly again
that week it was all worthwhile.  The cost of the two aerotows?  €76 or £58,
they charge €4 per 100m climbed.

Saturday was a very changeable day.  We had a go in the Pipistrel Virus,
which is an amazing aircraft.  The pilot in charge chucked it around the skies,
ending with a wing over that took us down into the river gorge below the
level of the airfield for several seconds – looks very dramatic if you are
watching from the airfield, and feels very dramatic if you are in the aircraft!

On our last day,  I ended up at  circuit  height and was making a turn onto
base leg when I spotted a wisp of cumulus just outside of circuit, extended
out a further 500m, contacted some weak lift and turned in it.  3,000ft of
climb and several pints of sweat later I was delighted to hand it over to Jeff.

From there we had a fab time, flying with four eagles and going further down
other valleys that link the Soca to the rest of the area.

The weather did its thing again and massive CuNim started to form, drifting
in from the west and threatening lightning and thunder.  We decided to land
back, and had the glider de-rigged and safely back in her trailer just as the
rain started.

All that remained was for us to say our goodbyes to Jure and promise that
we would be back next year to complete unfinished business of flying a
proper XC task in much better weather.  A shower and meal and we set off
back to the UK at 7:00pm, stopping for 5-hours kip in Austria, we made it
back home late the following night.

It was a great
experience, and I would
encourage anyone to
give it a go.  Bovec is a
fantastic place, even if
you don’t want to take
a glider. Jure is
incredibly experienced
having spent 30-years
flying there.  He offers
a very competent, but
relaxed instructor
service and is great fun
to be around.  The
weather could have
been much better, but
given what the UK was
experiencing at the

same time (Lasham Regionals) perhaps we didn’t do too badly.  “No Sunny,
No Funny” was Jure’s favourite saying for the week, but we had a load of
fun.

If you are interested in making the trip to Bovec next year, we will definitely
be going again.  So give me a call or email – Simon Holland 07768 894512
simonhol@gmail.com

16Expedition to Bovec (Slovenia)
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Soon after going solo, I blundered into the centre of a thermal for my first
climb as a solo pilot. As I circled, I was joined by a buzzard. I looked down
along the wing at it and it looked up at me for a couple of turns. Then, it
opened it wings fully, banked sharply and shot up past me in the core and
was soon lost to sight above me. Since then I’ve had many ‘saves’ when
soaring birds have marked thermals for me. We can only admire these birds’
ability to find and centre in rising air. So, what birds can we expect to find
while we’re flying, which are most helpful and how can we identify them?

The local Lasham star is the buzzard
(Buteo buteo). Since persecution
and the widespread use of DDT
stopped in the 1960s, buzzards,
once rare, have become Britain’s
commonest bird of prey (or raptor).
Buzzards have a wingspan of about
120cm and weigh anything from
about 500g to 1.25kg. It’s one of
the two the big raptors you’ll see in
and around Lasham. The colour can
vary from very light grey to almost
black, although most buzzards in the
south of England are mid-brown;
many around Lasham are a dark
greyish brown – paler underneath

than on top, especially under the wings, which can be almost white with
narrow bands and a dark edge.

The distinctive feature of a thermalling buzzard is its relatively low-aspect
ratio, straight wings, thickish body and blunt tail. The wings have a marked
dihedral and when soaring they have a slight forward sweep. When
thermalling the ‘fingers’ at the wingtip are not usually extended, so that the
leading edge of the wing sweeps back a little towards the tip, with the wingtip
coming to a blunt point. Buzzards can mark thermals from below circuit
height up to cloud base. And they can climb on the merest breath of rising
air. When travelling cross-country, buzzards typically climb high in a thermal,
then partly close their wings and set off in a shallow dive in the desired
direction until they find their next thermal. Despite its size, predatory habit,

fierce look and ferocious beak, the
buzzard has a really weedy voice
– a bit like a cat mewing.

The red kite (Milvus milvus) is the
other large Lasham-area raptor.
Towards the end of the 20th
century, red kites had become
almost extinct in most of Britain
except for a small stronghold in
Wales. However, a captive-
breeding and release programme
has seen their numbers grow and
their range increase from their

primary release sites near Andover and in the Chilterns.

Its wingspan is about 175cm, although males are smaller than females –
0.8–1.2kg compared with 1–1.3kg for females. A red kite’s wings are slightly
cranked, somewhat narrower than those of a buzzard, with more obvious
wingtip ‘fingers’. But the real distinguishing feature is the kite’s long, forked
tail. From underneath, light patches near the wingtips are obvious, but the
‘red’ colours is really only obvious from above as a broad band across the
bird’s back and along the centre of the wings. And the colour is spectacular.
It’s actually more orange than red. (For the geeks – this is because the bird
acquired its name ‘red’ before the word ‘orange’ appeared in the English
language.) Red kites rarely soar high – typically only up to about 1000 feet
AGL, although in the spring they often climb much higher in mating displays.
Last April I came across a group of three thermalling above me at 3,500
feet, giving me a good climb to cloud base and a glide back to Lasham. In
flight they are more wobbly than buzzards and they don’t seem to centre
in thermals as well, but they can get you out of trouble!

None of the other British raptors found in the south of Britain are particularly
useful as guides to thermals. The two most likely to be seen around Lasham
are the kestrel (Falco tinnunculus) and the sparrowhawk (Accipiter nisus)
The kestrel hunts by hovering (hence its country name of ‘windhover’), often
over hedgerows, but it seldom flies higher than a few hundred feet. It has
the typical pointed wings of the falcons (unlike the broad wings of the hawks,

Soaring birds
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such as the buzzard and
sparrowhawk). The kestrel is
reddish-brown and quite small
– smaller than a pigeon, but
bigger than a blackbird.
Sparrowhawks are greyish-blue
on the back and are slightly
bigger than kestrels, but don’t
hover routinely, although they
do soar in thermals, especially
in spring, when males show off
to potential mates by climbing
high before diving down and
climbing up again. As hawks,
rather than falcons, they have
blunt wingtips and short tails,
whereas falcons have pointed
wingtips and long, narrow tails.

The hobby (Falco subbuteo) is a falcon very similar in size and shape to the
kestrel, but greyish with narrower, more swept-back wings. It never hovers,
but flits around near the ground hunting dragonflies and other large insect.
It is also agile enough to catch swallows and swifts on the wing. (Another
piece of trivia for the geeks – the inventors of a table-top football game
wanted to register their new product as ‘Hobby’ but permission was denied.
Instead, they registered the game as ‘Subbuteo’).

I have seen a peregrine falcon (Falco peregrinus)  over Lasham on a couple
of occasions and although they cruise high looking for prey, I’ve never found
one marking a thermal, although it’s clear that they use thermals. The merlin
(Falco columbarius) is Britain’s smallest raptor, with shorter wings relative
to its size than other falcons with a grey rather than brown back. I’ve seen
a merlin a few times in Hampshire, but never at Lasham.

You won’t see one of these near Lasham, but the golden eagle (Aquila
chrysaetos) is a very large, dark brown raptor, with lighter golden-brown
plumage on the nape of the neck and back and a heavy, dark brown beak.
When immature they have white markings on the tail and wings. Like all

eagles they have broad, straight wings with distinct wingtip ‘fingers’. The
wingspan is about 2m and they are great soarers, flying with a slight
dihedral. Their home territory is the Scottish highlands and islands. The
golden eagle is now considered to be extinct in England – the sole resident
English bird was last seen in Cumbria in November 2015.

The other Scottish
eagle is the white-
tailed eagle (Halia-
eetus albicilla), also
known as fish eagle.
It is Britain’s biggest
raptor (and the fourth
biggest eagle in the
world) with a
wingspan of 2.5 m,
found mainly on the
Isle of Mull. It was
extinct in UK but was
reintroduced late in
the 1970s and

currently numbers about 50 breeding pairs. It looks much like the golden
eagle but has a lighter head and tail – white in adults – and a very big,
fierce, yellow beak. On the wing, both these eagles resemble flying planks.

Although most breeding pairs of ospreys in Britain are also restricted to
Scotland, they’re migratory birds, spending British winters in Africa. They
have been seen over Lasham in Spring and Autumn. The osprey (Pandion
haliaetus) is brown on the back and predominantly greyish on the head and
underparts, almost white under the wings, with a dark, hooked beak. It has
a wingspan of some 180cm. The wings are quite narrow and in flight have
a decided crank – forward at the roots, then swept back from about halfway
along – with distinctive fingers at the tips. It has a longer tail than the golden
eagle or white-tailed eagle, but it is fan-shaped and quite distinct from the
kite’s forked tail. The osprey was once extinct in Britain – a pair last bred
successfully in 1916 – but successful breeding began again in 1954. There
are now believed to be over 200 breeding pairs, most in Scotland, but some
also in the north of England and Wales.
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Peregrine (top right), kestrel (middle left)
and sparrowhawk (bottom right)

Golden eagle (top left), osprey (middle right) and
sea-eagle (bottom)



(For the geeks: all British raptors exhibit ‘reverse size sexual dimorphism’
to a greater or lesser extent. In most birds the male is bigger than the
female, but in raptors the female is bigger than the male. The difference is
most marked in those that hunt agile prey, such as the peregrine and
sparrow hawk.)

On Good Friday this year I had
just found a good thermal some
5 miles west of the airfield when
I saw a small flock of birds below
me. They soon caught me at
about 3500’, climbed above me
and then wandered off – perhaps
frightened away by my big white
wings. What surprised me was
that they were great black-
backed gulls. The great black-
backed gull (Larus marinus)  is
the world’s largest gull with a
wingspan of 1.5–1.7m and a body
weight of 0.75–2.3kg. They have

white heads and bodies, a big yellow beak and typical gull wings – long,
with a high-aspect ratio.

The wings are black on the top with a white edge. The back is (surprise,
surprise) also black. I’d flown in thermals with herring gulls (Larus
argentatus), common gulls (Larus canus) and black headed gulls
(Chroicocephalus ridibundus), although never as high as 3500’, but I’d never
flown with great black-backed gulls. (For the geeks: common gulls are not
particularly common – they’re just ‘common’ in the sense of being ‘ordinary’.
And black-headed gulls don’t have back heads in the winter.)

Swallows, martins and swifts are sometimes encountered at soaring
altitudes, but can’t be relied on as useful guides to rising air. Swallows
(Hirundo rustica), house martins (Delichon urbica), and sand martins
(Riparia riparia) arrive in the UK from Africa in March or April and stay until
September or October. The house martin is less streamlined than the
swallow, lacks the long tail feathers and looks as though it’s wearing a white

waistcoat. The sand martin is
very similar to the house
martin, but slightly smaller.
These three types of bird
spend most of their time
hunting small in sects near the
ground or over water.

The swift (Apus apus) is a
curious bird in many respects.
It has a larger wingspan than
the swallow or martins, but a
shorter body. It is a lovely
dark, sooty brown, although in

the air it looks black. Its wings are long, thin and crescent-shaped, with a
decided anhedral. In fact, its wingtips reach so much lower than its tiny
undercarriage that it cannot take off from level ground. Swifts do just about
everything on the wing. Once they fledge and leave the nest, they spend
the next 4 or 5 years flying 24 hours a day, 7 days a week. Mating is also
accomplished on the wing, once they reach maturity at 4 or 5 years. They
only land to nest and raise a brood, typically on cliffs or under the eaves of
buildings. Swifts arrive in the UK from warm southern lands in April or early
May and leave soon after their chicks have fledged in August. During the
day they spend most of their time hunting small insects at low levels, but
in the evening they climb high to sleep. The only time I’ve come across
swifts at any height has been in a convergence – presumably because the
line of rising air had carried a banquet of insects aloft.

An ever-present group of birds at Lasham are the jackdaws, crows and rooks
– all members of the crow, or corvid, family. The smallest and cheekiest of
these are the jackdaws (Corvus monedula), often seen strutting around the
patio outside the clubhouse looking for tasty bits of dropped or abandoned
human food. They are bigger than blackbirds but smaller than pigeons,
glossy black with a grey nape and blue-grey eyes. Crows and rooks are
bigger than jackdaws. It is said that if you see two crows together in a field,
they’re rooks. That’s not entirely true, but crows are less gregarious than
rooks. The crow, or more correctly the carrion crow (Corvus corone), is
glossy black all over, and on the ground can be distinguished from the rook
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Black-backed gull

Swallow (top left), swift (right) and house
martin (middle bottom)



by its dark beak and lack of
‘pantaloons’. In the air
they’re similar although the
crow has more pronounced
‘fingers’ on its wingtips. The
rook (Corvus frugilegus) is
also glossy black but its
beak is a bit thinner than
that of the crow with a
lighter band where it joins
the face (called the cere).

Rooks and crows do not
soar much, but jackdaws
sometimes climb in
thermals in small flocks,

especially in spring and autumn, showing off with aerobatics to potential
mates. Although rare in Hampshire, the biggest of the British corvids, the
raven (Corvus corax), does soar. Like the other big crows, it is glossy black,
but has a distinctive wedge-shaped tail and a heavy beak – the top of its
beak is in line with the top of its head, with no discernible forehead. Ravens
are more common further west and northwest of Lasham – for example in
Dorset, Devon, Gloucester and Shropshire. And in Scotland. The raven is
one of the few birds known to fly inverted on occasions, which they do
apparently for fun.

So, let’s raise a glass to soaring birds, especially to buzzards and red kites
– the true masters of the thermal and soaring pilots’ friends and guides.

A long day in Paris
I was shot down in my
Spitfire over occupied
France in the War and that
was a long day.

Well, as it’s a story about a
day I’d better start at the
beginning. We were doing
regular routine patrols over
northern France that

summer out of Tangmere. I was woken very early that morning and as I
didn’t shave in those days I was soon togged up and drinking tea at briefing.
Before dawn we were airborne, five of us, for the Channel crossing, but it
was daylight by the time we reached the sweep area.

Our operating area was just south of Paris and we had no problems. But as
we were turning for home and I was looking forward to breakfast we were
bounced by Me109s. I can’t say much about that as all I really knew was I
lost all engine power and thick black smoke came out of it so I couldn’t see
anything. So I baled out..

Well, I had baled out a couple of times before, Spitfires both times and both
times over the Channel and I was rescued pretty quickly. The first time I
was in my dinghy a couple of hours till I was spotted by the Navy and the
other time was quicker by an RAF rescue launch. But this was different, over
enemy territory. Anyway, my landing was all right but I lay there a bit dazed
but unhurt and when I opened my eyes a couple of French gendarmes were
looking down at me and gabbling in French. I didn’t know a single word of
French but as they had pistols in their hands. I had to come along with them.
No choice. They took me to a nearby village and handed me over to the
German army and they spoke no English either.

The Germans promptly took me to the local Metro station, an outpost of the
Paris Underground railway.  I was given an escort of two soldiers and
boarded a nearly empty train. We sat three abreast with me in the middle

Rook (top left), raven (centre), crow (top right)
and jackdaw (bottom left).
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Royal Aero Club Trust Bursaries. Congratulations to the winners of the
2016 Royal Aero Club Trust bursaries. The Bramson Bursary was awarded
to Suzie Lyell (Lasham GS)

Geoff Morris for many years flew gliders and
tugs at Lasham and instructed. He and his
wife Spike were my caravan site neighbours.
A modest man, he told our dinner group at
Portmoak the following story only after much
encouragement, a good meal and a few
pints. Sadly Geoff and Spike are no longer
with us.       Pat Garnett



between the soldiers clutching their Schmeisser machine pistols. I had no
idea at first where they were taking me but as we stopped at station after
station and more and more passengers got in it became obvious we were
travelling into the middle of Paris in the morning rush hour.

I looked at the carriage doors. They had handles and to open them you
pushed one handle and both doors slid open but they closed automatically.
I noted the timing of the doors being opened and the people getting out and
in and then closing. So, at a station where there weren’t too many people
in the way I just got up and walked out of the doors. I got the timing right
thank goodness as the doors were closing as I went through.

On the platform I ran as fast as I could, rushed up a stationary escalator,
barged at full tilt through the ticket barrier, up some steps and into the
street.  I was obviously in the centre of the city. The street was crowded
and I had enough sense to stop running but at first I walked very quickly
believe me. But nobody took any notice of me.

I now realised what I was wearing – RAF uniform blouse and trousers, flying
boots and an Irving jacket. My helmet and scarf seemed to have got lost
somewhere. So I kept walking and never stopped and kept a lookout for
Germans. There were plenty about and I reversed my direction whenever I
saw them ahead.

I walked the streets of Paris randomly all morning in the sun keeping to the
busiest places. I had never been to Paris before and had no idea of its
geography. When it became lunchtime I still kept walking. I got jolly tired
and hungry and extremely hot in my fleece-lined Irving jacket. Of course I
didn’t dare take it off to show my full RAF rig.

Around 3 pm I realised I couldn’t keep on walking and in fact I was absolutely
exhausted. I spotted a church. In I went and sat down. Blessed rest and
cool. I sat there for a while and then the padre came up to me and started
whispering to me in French. Getting no answer he suddenly whipped back
my jacket, spotted my RAF wings, grabbed me and marched me into the
vestry. He sat me down at a table and left, locking the door behind him. He
seemed angry and upset. That was the last I saw of him.

I sat there for two hours without hope. Then an authoritative looking man
in civilian clothes came in and he too inspected my wings. He questioned
me in French and then getting no response said “You will wait here” and
left.  I waited. At least he wasn’t German or the police: perhaps there was
some hope after all. I waited for another hour. Then two men entered the
vestry wearing workmen’s blue overalls. They said “You will come with us”.
They hurried me into a car. They drove me a long way through the Paris
streets, saying nothing. We arrived at a private house.

There I was welcomed by Monsieur and Madame. They fed me and clothed
me and they looked after me in hiding there in that house for years until
Paris was liberated. Nowadays Spike and I spend two weeks holiday with
them in Paris every August. Really they are my best friends. And I now
speak fluent French.
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K6cr Group formation

Total value £4500 to include metal trailer and parachute ARC due June
2016 Very good example of type with all AD’s complied with and no
work required. Radio.

6 members required at £ 900 each.

Permanent hangerage £20 month each. Insurance £90 year each. It is
a requirement that each member is at Bronze C  level and subject to
the approval of the CFI Colin Watt.

On line booking is envisaged.

Bob Olsen

Email: bobolsen001@gmail.com

Mobile 07902 027280

mailto:bobolsen001@gmail.com
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(all lists are alphabetical)
Committee of Management
Mike Clarke (Chairman)
Chris Marren
John McCullagh (Hon Treasurer)
Mike Philpott (Vice chairman)
Julian Richardson
Colin Short

General Manager
Gavin Spink

Flying staff
Colin Watt (Chief Flying Instructor)

Other flying staff
Michael Birch
Jordan Bridge
John Brooke
G Dale
Michael Harrison
Ed Lockhart
Dan McCormack (Tug pilot)
Merv Saunders
John Simmons

Estates Manager
Zenon Marczynski

Office staff
Joan Carey (Bookkeeper)
Sue Cook
Sharon Farr
Brenda McCune
Sharon White

Workshop
Stuart Clay (Licensed Engineer)
Richard Moyse (Aircraft Workshop Manager)
Gayl Wheelwright (Aircraft Maintenance Manager)

Facilities and winch
Paul Haliday
Scott Thompson
Quintin Wheelwright (Facilities manager)

Restaurant and bar franchisees
Chefs2U (Matt & Dan Smith)

Other roles
Dave Bowtell (Youth Scheme)
Dave Hopgood (Tugmaster)
Colin Jackson (Airspace)
Gary Pullen  (Safety Officer)
Colin Watt (Child Protection Officer)

Sub-committee chairmen
Caravan - Jill Atkinson
Competitions - Joan Bickers
Flying - Colin Watt
Marketing - vacant
Social - vacant
Single-seaters - Colin Simpson

Volunteers
Throughout the Society there are many other
volunteers and occasional employees. These are
too numerous to mention but they always have
our thanks.

Lasham Trust & Lasham Charitable Trust
The places for donations to make Lasham even
better. The trustees are: Graham Garnett and
Nigel Mallender, Mike Philpott and the Society’s
chairman
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